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ABSTRACT KEYWORDS

The design of complex aerospace systems is a multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO)

problem involving the interaction of multiple disciplines. However, because of the necessity

of evaluating expensive black-box simulations, the enormous computational cost of solving

MDO problems in aerospace systems has also become a problem in practice. To resolve

this, metamodel-based design optimization techniques have been applied to MDO. With

these methods, system models can be rapidly predicted using approximate metamodels to

improve the optimization efficiency. This paper presents an overall survey of metamodel-

based MDO for aerospace systems. From the perspective of aerospace system design,

this paper introduces the fundamental methodology and technology of metamodel-

based MDO, including aerospace system MDO problem formulation, metamodeling

techniques, state-of-the-art metamodel-based multidisciplinary optimization strategies,

and expensive black-box constraint-handling mechanisms. Moreover, various aerospace

system examples are presented to illustrate the application of metamodel-based MDOs

to practical engineering. The conclusions derived from this work are summarized in the

final section of the paper. The survey results are expected to serve as guide and reference

for designers involved in metamodel-based MDO in the field of aerospace engineering.
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1 Introduction

In practice, the development of aerospace systems in-

volves sophisticated system engineering. Aerospace sys-

tems (e.g., satellites and spacecraft) are multidisciplinary

schemes consisting of several inter-coupled disciplines or

subsystems, including orbit, power, propulsion, structure,

thermal control, attitude control, and payload. Multi-

disciplinary design optimization (MDO) has been widely

employed in engineering systems design practices to im-

prove design performance and reduce design costs in the

early development process [1]. The concept of MDO was

initially developed by Sobieszczanski-Sobieski [2]. As a

methodology, MDO focuses on the design of complex engi-

neering systems and subsystems by coherently exploiting

the synergy of mutually interacting phenomena [2]. It

comprehensively utilizes various computational analysis

tools and optimization methods to determine the optimal

design of systems [3]. Moreover, MDO was first applied

to the coupled aero-structural optimization problem for

aircraft wings [4]. The merits of MDO have been widely

proven in the design practices of engineering systems,

such as aircraft [5–10], automobiles [11–13], ships [14,15],

and electric devices [16, 17]. In the past decade, MDO

has also been applied to aerospace systems, including

satellites [18–21], constellations [20, 22, 23], and launch

rockets [24–27], to improve the overall system perfor-

mance.

Although deriving the optimal design of multidisci-

plinary systems is advantageous, the implementation of

MDO is confronted with two crucial problems in practi-

cal engineering. The basic problem involves the means

by which multiple disciplines are to be coupled. The

simplest approach is to implement multidisciplinary ana-

lysis (MDA) during optimization, where the coupling
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variables are directly solved via iterative analysis. In

addition, several MDO architectures have been success-

fully developed to organize different analysis models and

computational flow for multidisciplinary optimization.

These architectures can be generally classified as mono-

lithic (e.g., all-at-once, individual discipline feasible, and

multidisciplinary feasible) architectures and distributed

(e.g., cooperative optimization and concurrent subspace

optimization) architectures [3], with respect to whether

sub-optimization is required. Another critical problem

involves achieving efficiency in solving MDO problems

with limited computational resource. Modern aerospace

system designs typically employ high-fidelity disciplinary

simulation models (e.g., finite element analysis (FEA)

model with large grids) to enhance the quality and re-

liability of design optimization results. However, the

evaluation of expensive simulation models and iterative

MDA computing processes further considerably increase

the associated computational cost of MDO problems in

aerospace systems. Moreover, because of the lack of

transparency in simulation models (e.g., simulations im-

plemented using commercial computer-aided engineering

(CAE) software), the MDA process is generally referred

to as an expensive black-box function, whose gradient is

expensive or unreliable for calculation. Thus, most exist-

ing heuristic or gradient-based numerical methods (e.g.,

genetic algorithm and sequential quadratic programming)

are unsuitable for solving computation-intensive black-

box optimization problems.

To reduce the computational cost of expensive black-

box optimization problems, metamodel-based design op-

timization (MBDO) techniques have been developed

over the past two decades [28]. These methods are also

called surrogate-assisted analysis and optimization me-

thods [29]. They involve the construction of a metamodel

(or a surrogate) based on a set of samples to approximate

the original expensive simulation models for analysis or

optimization. These MBDO methods can also be app-

lied to solve MDO problems. In this case, an MDO

problem is essentially treated as a general constrained

nonlinear optimization problem, where the computation-

ally intensive MDA process is replaced with metamodels

to reduce the number of expensive function calls. In

recent years, several state-of-the-art MBDO methods

have been developed [30]. Different MBDO methods are

distinguished by their metamodeling techniques and de-

sign space exploration strategies. The combination of

the MBDO and MDO methodologies can be referred to

as metamodel-based MDO. Note that in practice, the

purpose of metamodel-based MDO is to overcome the

burden of optimization rather than build or solve MDO

architectures.

A number of reviews regarding MDO have been re-

ported in the literature [1, 3, 31, 32]. Many surveys on

metamodel-based design and optimization have also been

conducted in recent years [28, 29,33]. However, compre-

hensive surveys on metamodel-based MDOs are rarely

performed [34,35]. Focusing on the design of aerospace

systems, this paper introduces the fundamental methodo-

logy and technology of state-of-the-art metamodel-based

MDO techniques. The remainder of this paper is or-

ganized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem

formulation and overall architecture of the metamodel-

based MDO. The common metamodeling techniques are

described in Section 3. In Section 4, the metamodel-

based multidisciplinary optimization strategies are dis-

cussed in detail. The survey of expensive black-box

constraint-handling mechanisms for metamodel-based

MDOs is presented in Section 5. Moreover, several real-

world aerospace system MDO examples are discussed in

Section 6. Finally, some conclusions and future works on

metamodel-based MDOs are summarized in Section 7.

2 Methodology of metamodel-based
MDO

2.1 Formulation of aerospace system MDO
problem

The development of an aerospace system is a complex

system engineering task. For instance, a satellite system

consists of multiple inter-coupled disciplines, including or-

bit, propulsion, attitude control, payload, and structure,

as shown in Fig. 1. To improve system performance,

Fig. 1 Various disciplines for aerospace systems.
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MDO was employed to determine the optimal design

parameters for the aerospace system.

In MDO, the inter-coupled relationships, data ex-

change, and simulation flow among different disciplines

can be organized in terms of the design structure matrix,

as illustrated in Fig. 2. In the matrix, the diagonal ele-

ments (i.e., shaded blocks) represent different disciplines

involved in the aerospace system. The terms above the

diagonal represent feed-forward variables and parame-

ters, whereas those below represent backward informa-

tion. The design structure matrix explicitly expresses

the constitution of the MDO problem. Based on the con-

structed matrix, the general mathematical formulation of

an aerospace system MDO problem can be represented as

min f(X),X = [X1,X2, · · · ,XNd
]T

s.t.


Di(Xi,Yi,Yij) = 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , Nd

gi(Xi,Yi,Yij) ⩽ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , Nd

XLB ⩽ X ⩽ XUB

(1)

where f(X) is the objective of the aerospace system

MDO problem (e.g., total mass and lifecycle cost); Nd

is the number of disciplines; X is the vector of design

variables; Xi and Yi are the design variables and output

(i.e., state variables) of the ith discipline, respectively;

XLB and XUB are the lower and upper bounds of de-

sign variable, respectively; Yij is the coupling state vari-

ables from the ith discipline to the jth discipline; and

Di(Xi,Yi,Yij) and gi(Xi,Yi,Yij) are the state equa-

tions (i.e., disciplinary analysis model) and constraints

of the ith discipline, respectively.

Note that because of feedback coupling state vari-

ables, YFV = {Yij |i > j}, the MDA process must derive

a consistent solution at each sample point during the

metamodel-based optimization process. This means that

the solution (Di(Xi,Yi,Yij), i = 1, 2, · · · , Nd) must sa-

tisfy all state equations. In practice, the MDA process can

be organized via a fixed-point-based iteration approach,

as summarized in Algorithm 1.

2.2 Overall procedure of metamodel-based
optimization

Because modern aerospace system design generally in-

volves computationally expensive simulation models,

MBDO techniques are employed to solve MDO problems

to reduce the computational cost. In the metamodel-

based MDO process, the entire MDA process is evaluated

Fig. 2 Design structure matrix of aerospace system MDO problem.
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Algorithm 1 Quasi-codes for fixed-point-based
MDA process

Input: Initial value of feedback coupling state

variables (Y
(0)
FV ); design variables (X);

MDA convergence tolerance (εMDA)
Output: Objective value (Y ); number of MDA

iteration (kMDA)
1 Begin
2 exitflag ← 0
3 kMDA ← 0
4 while exitflag == 0 do

5 (Y ,Y
(kMDA+1)
FV )← MDO(X,Y

(kMDA)
FV )

6 exitflag ← 1

7 for each Y (kMDA+1) in Y
(kMDA+1)
FV

8 if

|Y (kMDA+1) − Y (kMDA)|/|Y (kMDA)| ⩾ εMDA

then
9 exitflag ← 0

10 end

11 end
12 kMDA ← kMDA + 1

13 end
14 return Y , kMDA

15 End

to obtain a consistent design at each sample point. The

metamodels are constructed to approximate the MDA

process for multidisciplinary optimization. In this case,

the responses of expensive black-box objectives and con-

straints can be rapidly and inexpensively predicted by

metamodels. Note that metamodels can be gradually re-

fined via adaptive sampling during the optimization pro-

cess to further reduce the computational cost. Moreover,

Fig. 3 illustrates the overall procedure of metamodel-

based aerospace system MDO [19]. The major steps are

as follows:

Step 1: The aerospace system MDO problem, includ-

ing the design space, objective, constraints, and MDA

models to be optimized, is clearly defined. The algorithm

parameters (e.g., the number of initial samples and ter-

mination criterion) of the selected MBDO methods for

solving the MDO problem are configured.

Step 2: A number of sample points are generated

by the design of the experiment in the design space.

Then, the MDA process is invoked to obtain the objective

and constraint responses at each sample point. The

sample points and their associated responses (referred to

Fig. 3 Overall procedure of metamodel-based MDO for aerospace systems (reproduced with permission from Ref. [19], ©
IAA 2017).
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as samples) are stored in the sample dataset.

Step 3: Based on existing samples in the sample

dataset, metamodels are constructed to approximate

the objective and constraint responses from the costly

MDA process. If the static metamodel-based optimiza-

tion strategy is used, then the approximation accuracy of

metamodels must be verified, as discussed in Section 2.3.

Step 4: The constructed metamodels are used to re-

place the original expensive MDA process for optimiza-

tion. Global numerical optimization techniques, such

as genetic algorithms, are employed to directly optimize

the metamodels instead of the original expensive MDA

models, as given by Eq. (2):

min f̂(X),X = [X1,X2, · · · ,Xn]
T

s.t.

{
ĝi(X) ⩽ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m
XLB ⩽ X ⩽ XUB

(2)

where m is the number of constraints, and f̂(X) and

ĝi(X) are the metamodels of the objective and the ith

constraint, respectively. If the dynamic metamodel-based

optimization strategy is used, the metamodels are adap-

tively refined during optimization to efficiently search for

the optimum, as discussed in detail in Section 4.

Step 5: The termination criterion is checked to deter-

mine whether the optimization must be terminated. The

common termination criteria in metamodel-based MDO

include the decrement criterion (C1) and computational

cost criterion (C2) [36], as given in Eq. (3). In C1, if the

error or relative error between the objective values in two

consecutive iterations is less than the tolerance (εOPT),

then the optimization terminates. In C2, if the number

of existing samples (Ne) exceeds the predefined maxi-

mum number of function evaluations (NFEmax), then the

optimization terminates.

C1 :

( ∣∣∣∣f(X(k))− f(X(k−1))

f(X(k))

∣∣∣∣ ⩽ εOPT∥

|f(X(k))− f(X(k−1))| ⩽ εOPT

)
(3)

C2 : Ne > NFEmax

Step 6: The optimized design for the aerospace system

MDO problem is finally obtained when the termination

criterion is reached. For the single-objective optimization

problem, the best feasible solution in the sample dataset

is outputted as the final solution. For the multi-objective

optimization problem, the non-dominated designs in the

sample dataset are outputted as a Pareto solution.

2.3 Architecture of metamodel-based MDO
techniques

2.3.1 Classification of metamodel-based MDO
methods

Metamodel-based MDO methods may be generally clas-

sified into two categories in terms of whether the

metamodels are updated during optimization: static

and dynamic metamodel-based optimization strategies

(Fig. 4) [36].

In the static metamodel-based optimization strategy,

metamodels are constructed once based on sufficient sam-

ples for optimization. This is the most convenient ap-

proach to implement the metamodel-based MDO pro-

cess. For instance, some expensive disciplinary models

can be replaced with well-constructed metamodels for

MDA and optimization. Note that to ensure the con-

fidence in their results, the approximation accuracy of

the constructed metamodels should be verified before

optimization. Techniques that are widely used for ac-

curacy validation include split and crossover validation

methods. In the split validation method, the samples

are divided into two groups. One group of samples is

applied to construct the metamodels, and the other is

used to validate their accuracy. For the crossover valida-

tion method, several samples are randomly selected for

validation, whereas the remaining samples are used for

metamodeling. The validation process is repeated until

the prediction errors in all the samples are obtained. The

most commonly used approximation accuracy indices for

metamodels are summarized in Table 1 [36]. For example,

if the complex correlation coefficient (R2) exceeds 0.9,

then the metamodel can be assumed to be sufficiently

accurate for optimization.

In contrast to constructing a static metamodel once,

the metamodels in the dynamic metamodel-based op-

timization strategy are adaptively refined according to

certain criteria or mechanisms during optimization. Over-

all, the dynamic metamodel-based optimization strategy

can be further divided into infill sampling criterion-based

methods and space reduction-based methods. Compared

with the static metamodel-based optimization strategy,

the dynamic metamodel-based optimization strategy,

which has become popular in recent years, is generally

more efficient in practice. This study mainly focuses on

surveying the dynamic metamodel-based optimization

strategy, as discussed in detail in Section 4.
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Fig. 4 Classification of MBDO methods.

Table 1 Approximation accuracy indices for metamodel validation

Index Symbol Formulation

Complex correlation coefficient R2 R2 = 1 −
Ntest∑
i=1

(y
(test)
i − ŷ

(test)
i )2/

Ntest∑
i=1

(y
(test)
i − ȳ(test))2

Root mean square error RMSE RMSE =

√√√√ 1

Ntest

Ntest∑
i=1

(y
(test)
i − ŷ

(test)
i )2

Relative average absolute error RAAE RAAE =

∑Ntest
i=1 |y(test)

i − ŷ
(test)
i |

Ntest · STD
; STD =

√√√√ 1

Ntest

Ntest∑
1

(y
(test)
i − ȳ(test))2

Relative maximum absolute error RMAE RMAE =
max(|y(test)

1 − ȳ(test)|, |y(test)
2 − ȳ(test)|, · · · , |y(test)

Ntest
− ȳ(test)|)

STD

Note: Ntest is the number of test samples; y
(test)
i is the real response of the ith test sample; ŷ

(test)
i is the predicted response of the ith

test sample; ȳ(test) is the mean response of the test samples.
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2.3.2 Diagram of metamodel-based MDO archi-
tecture

Based on the foregoing discussion, Fig. 5 illustrates the

architecture of the metamodel-based MDO technique [36].

Before optimization, the MDA models of aerospace sys-

tems (e.g., orbit, structure, and attitude control) must

be established and parameterized. Then, MBDO tech-

niques are employed to optimize the MDO problem by

evaluating the MDA process. During the optimization,

metamodels are constructed and refined to explore the

design space. The optimization stops when the termi-

nation criterion is satisfied. The optimized solution is

outputted for further analysis.

3 Metamodeling techniques

3.1 Design of experiments

The design of experiments aims at generating sample

points in the design space to represent the numerical

characteristics of the system. Considering the limited

computational resource in practice, the design of exper-

imental methods is expected to provide favorable pro-

jective uniformity and space-filling uniformity perfor-

mance. In the metamodel-based aerospace system MDO

process, Latin hypercube is the most commonly used

design among experimental methods. It can generate

sample sets with arbitrary quantities and dimensions.

To further improve the sampling performance, in recent

years, optimal Latin hypercube design methods have been

developed based on certain criteria, such as minimum

distance [37], entropy [38], and energy [39]. For instance,

two typical optimal Latin hypercube design methods,

that is, the native lhsdesign function in the MATLAB

optimization toolbox [40] and ESEA-OLHD [41], are il-

lustrated in Fig. 6. The lhsdesign function is implemented

by randomly generating several groups of sample points

and selecting the group with the best space-filling abil-

ity. Moreover, ESEA-OLHD generates sample points by

optimizing the space-filling criteria via numerical opti-

mization algorithms. This shows that the random sample

points generated by the optimal Latin hypercube design

methods can uniformly fill the design space, thus improv-

ing the metamodeling performance in practice. In recent

years, some novel OLHD methods specific for metamodel-

based optimization have been developed [42–44].

After the generation of sample points, the associated

responses at each sample point are evaluated by calling

the MDA process. The samples are then utilized to

construct metamodels for MDO.

3.2 Typical metamodels

3.2.1 Polynomial response surface method

The polynomial response surface method constructs a

multivariate linear regression function to fit the costly

simulation model or MDA process [45]. A polynomial

response surface metamodel can be written as

f̂PRSM(x) = β(0) +

Nv∑
i=1

β(i)x(i)

+

Nv∑
i=1

β(ii)(x(i))2 +

Nv∑
i=1

Nv∑
j>1

β(ij)x(i)x(j)

(4)

Fig. 5 Diagram of metamodel-based MDO architecture.
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x1

y
1

(a) lhsdesign

x2

y
2

(b) ESEA-OLHD

Fig. 6 Various optimal Latin hypercube design methods.

where Nv is the dimensionality of design variables;

β(0), β(i), β(ij) are the coefficients estimated through the

least squares method. The coefficient matrix, β, is given

by

β = (ΦTΦ)−1ΦTy (5)

where y is the response vector of training sample points,

and Φ is the matrix relevant to the training sample points.

3.2.2 Radial basis functions

Radial basis function is an interpolation method based

on the function value at sample points [46]. A radial

basis function metamodel can be formulated as

f̂RBF(x) =

Nt∑
i=1

ωiϕr(∥x− xi∥) (6)

where Nt is the number of training sample points;

ϕr(∥x− xi∥), i = 1, 2, · · · , Nt, is the radial function; and

ωi is the weight coefficient of radial function. The coeffi-

cient vector (ω) can be calculated as follows:

ω = A−1y

y = [y1, y2, · · · , yNt
]T (7)

A =

 ϕ(∥x1 − x1∥) · · · ϕ(∥x1 − xNt
∥)

...
. . .

...
ϕ(∥xNt

− x1∥) · · · ϕ(∥xNt
− xNt

∥)


Nt×Nt

The typically used radial functions are listed in

Table 2 [36], where is the Euclidean distance is ∥x−xi∥.
The approximate accuracy of this metamodel is influ-

enced by shape coefficient c, which is determined by the

Table 2 Commonly used radial functions

Function Formulation

Linear ϕ(r) = (r + c)
Gauss ϕ(r) = exp(−cr2)
Spline ϕ(r) = r2log(cr2)
Cubic ϕ(r) = (r + c)3

Multiquadratic ϕ(r) = (r2 + c2)1/2

Inverse multiquadratic ϕ(r) = (r2 + c2)−1/2

distribution of sample points and function information.

Typically, c can be estimated using Eq. (8) [36]:

c = ((max(x)−min(x))/Nt)
1

Nv (8)

3.2.3 Kriging

The Kriging model is a type of unbiased optimal estima-

tion interpolation model that combines a global approxi-

mation model and a stochastic process. It is formulated

using Eq. (9):

f̂KRG(x) = µ(x) + Z(x) (9)

where µ(x) is the global approximation model, which

reflects the variation trend of the expensive MDA pro-

cess and is usually set as a constant; Z(x) represents

a Gaussian process with zero mean and variance (σ2).

Given a set of sample points, X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xNt
},

the covariance matrix is given by Eq. (10):

Cov(Z(X)) = σ2R(R(xi,xj)), i, j = 1, 2, · · · , Nt (10)

where R(·) is a symmetric correlation matrix, and

R(xixj) is the Gaussian correlation function between
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sample points xi and xj , as shown in Eq. (11):

R(xi,xj) = exp

(
−

Nv∑
k=1

θk|x(k)
i − x

(k)
j |

2

)
(11)

where θk is the correlation parameter determined by

maximizing the likelihood function in Eq. (12):

L(x) = −Nt

2
ln(σ̂2)− 1

2
ln(|R|) (12)

The estimated variance (σ̂2) and mean values (µ̂) can

be calculated using Eq. (13):

µ̂ =
1TR−1YT

1TR−11

σ̂2 =
(YT − 1µ̂)TR−1(YT − 1µ̂)

Nt

(13)

where YT is the column vector of the responses of sample

points; 1 is a 1 ×Nt unit vector. The prediction value

and standard deviation of the unvisited point using the

Kriging model are formulated in Eq. (14):

f̂KRG(x) = µ̂+ rTR−1(YT − 1Tµ̂)

ŝKRG(x) = σ̂2

[
1− rTR−1r +

(1− 1TR−1r)2

1TR−11

]
(14)

3.2.4 Ensemble method

In general, different metamodels exhibit different approxi-

mation performance levels for different problems. To

exploit various metamodels, different metamodels can

be combined to formulate an ensemble metamodel to

improve the approximation capability [47], as shown in

Eq. (15):

f̂Ensemble =

Nesm∑
i=1

αif̂i(x) (15)

where f̂Ensemble is the ensemble of different metamodels,

f̂i(x) is the ith metamodel, Nesm is the number of dif-

ferent metamodels, and αi is the weight of the corre-

sponding metamodel. In practice, the weights (αi) can

be determined with respect to the approximation error

of each metamodel [47, 48]. If the computational cost is

acceptable, the weights can be directly optimized using

numerical methods by minimizing the cross-validation

error of the ensemble metamodel [43, 49].

3.2.5 Machine-learning-based metamodeling me-
thod

Because the essence of metamodels in optimization is re-

latively similar to the regression task in machine learning,

some machine learning regression algorithms have been

applied to metamodeling in practice. The representative

method is support vector regression [50,51]. Support vec-

tor regression is based on the principle of support vector

machines with slight variations and has proven to be effec-

tive in solving regression problems [51]. Artificial neural

networks are also common in metamodeling fields [52]. An

artificial neural network is a multilayer feedforward net-

work that approximates the targeted nonlinear function;

the network parameters are trained via numerical meth-

ods (e.g., back-propagation algorithm). As a hierarchical

composition of Gaussian process-based metamodels (e.g.,

Kriging), deep Gaussian processes have attracted consid-

erable interest in recent years owing to their promising

nonlinear approximation performance [53–55].

3.3 Multi-model fusion methods

Most conventional metamodeling techniques and

metamodel-based optimization processes simply utilize

high-fidelity analysis models that are accurate but com-

putationally intensive. Thus, the computational burden

for solving MDO problems remains heavy because of the

excessive number of costly samples. However, real-world

aerospace system designs generally involve multi-fidelity

analysis models, such as structural FEA models with fine

or coarse grids and orbital transfer models considering

perturbations and eclipses. Low-fidelity analysis models

are less accurate but computationally inexpensive. Multi-

model fusion methods (or multi-fidelity methods) have

been proposed to exploit multi-fidelity analysis mod-

els [56–60]. In this approach, a large number of low-

fidelity points are generated to capture the trends of

system responses, and a small number of high-fidelity

points are used to calibrate the trend. The basic form

of a multi-model fusion metamodel is given by Eq. (16).

In terms of the method for determining the regression

(ρ) and discrepancy (δ̂(x)) items, multi-model fusion me-

thods can be divided into correction-based and Bayesian

methods.

fHF(x) = ρf̂LF(x) + δ̂(x) (16)

3.3.1 Correction-based method

The correction-based method is a straightforward multi-

model fusion method, where the metamodel of the low-

fidelity model (f̂LF(x)) and that of the discrepancy (δ̂(x))

are constructed. The regression item (ρ) is incorporated

to minimize the difference between the scaled low-fidelity
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model approximation (ρf̂LF(x)) and high-fidelity model

response (fHF(x)). Traditionally, ρ is a scalar, but mod-

eling it as a function of x is an area of research [61,62].

Based on Ref. [59], radial basis function and Kriging are

the most widely used metamodels in the correction-based

multi-model fusion method.

3.3.2 Bayesian method

The Bayesian multi-model fusion method, also known

as the Co-Kriging method, was introduced by Kennedy

and O’Hagan [63]. Co-Kriging constructs the covariance

between high-fidelity and low-fidelity models to import

the assistance of the low-fidelity model; in this method,

ρ and the hyperparameters of δ̂(x) are both estimated.

Forrester et al. applied Co-Kriging to the design opti-

mization field by combining it with the Bayesian model

update criterion to balance global exploration and local

exploitation [56]. In recent decades, Co-Kriging variants

have become one of the most popular multi-model fu-

sion methods [59]. Different variants of Co-Kriging have

also been proposed to improve the approximation accu-

racy [64–67] and reduce the metamodeling cost [66–69].

To illustrate the concept of multi-model fusion in-

tuitively, a one-dimensional (1D) numerical example is

presented. This example has been widely reported in the

literature to demonstrate the effects of multi-model fusion

methods [56,57, 59,66,70]. High-fidelity and low-fidelity

models are formulated in Eq. (17). Here, the parame-

ters adopt A = 0.5, B = 10, and C = −5. A Kriging

model is constructed using pure high-fidelity samples. A

Co-Kriging model is constructed using both high-fidelity

and low-fidelity samples. As illustrated in Fig. 7, Kriging

inadequately approximates fHF, whereas the Co-Kriging

calculation is relatively close to fHF with the support of

low-fidelity data.{
fHF(x) = (6x− 2)2 sin(12x− 4)

fLF(x) = AfHF +B(x− 0.5) + C
, x ∈ [0, 1] (17)

4 Metamodel-based multidisciplinary
optimization strategy

4.1 Infill sampling criterion-based optimiza-
tion strategy

In the dynamic metamodel-based optimization strategy,

one widely used method for updating metamodels is to

sequentially allocate the newly added sample points in

Fig. 7 1D numerical example for Co-Kriging.

the design space according to a certain infill criterion. In

this study, two representative infill sampling criterion-

based optimization strategies are introduced: efficient

global optimization methods and mode-pursing sampling

methods.

4.1.1 Efficient global optimization method

The well-known efficient global optimization algorithm

generates infill sample points in the design space [71],

where the expected improvement is maximized to balance

the exploration and exploitation of optimization. The

formulation of the expected improvement is given by

Eq. (18):

EI(x) = E[I(x)]

=


(ymin − f̂KRG(x))Φ

(
ymin−f̂KRG(x)

ŝKRG(x)

)
+ŝKRG(x)ϕ

(
ymin−f̂KRG(x)

ŝKRG(x)

)
, ŝKRG(x) > 0

0, ŝKRG(x) = 0

(18)

where Φ(·) and ϕ(·) are the Gaussian probability dis-

tribution function and probability density function, re-

spectively; ymin is the minimum objective function value

among existing sample points. As shown in Eq. (18),

if the newly added infill sample point is not the same

as existing sample points, then EI(x) > 0; otherwise,

EI(x) = 0.

To illustrate the efficient global optimization process

intuitively, a 1D numerical example (Eq. (19)) is investi-

gated.

f(x) = (6x− 2)2 sin(12x− 4) (19)

The optimization process is illustrated in Fig. 8. The

figure shows that the sample point with the maximum
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(a) Initial Kriging model

EI

(b) Initial EI(x) curve

(c) Kriging model after the 1st iteration
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(d) EI(x) after the 1st iteration

(e) Kriging model after the 2nd iteration

EI

(f) EI(x) after the 2nd iteration

Fig. 8 Efficient global optimization process.
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(g) Kriging model after the 3rd iteration

EI

(h) EI(x) after the 3rd iteration

Fig. 8 Efficient global optimization process. (Continued)

EI(x) in each iteration is selected to update the Kri-

ging model. In addition, EI(x) decreases with iteration,

indicating the convergence tendency of the optimization

process. After the 3rd iteration, the optimization process

converges to the global optimum.

To further improve the optimization capacity, some

variants of efficient global optimization have been deve-

loped in recent years, especially in constraint han-

dling [72], parallel infill sampling [73], and high-

dimensional optimization [74]. Further details of the

variants of efficient global optimization are discussed in

Refs. [75–78].

4.1.2 Mode-pursing sampling methods

The mode-pursing sampling method proposed by Wang

et al. is another typical infill-criterion-based optimization

strategy, where the infill criterion is implemented based

on a constructed cumulative probability function [79].

In the traditional mode-pursing sampling method, the

biased cumulative sum of approximated objective values

of numerous inexpensive points constructs the cumulative

distribution function, as given in Eq. (20):

Ĝ(i) = G(i)1/r(R
2), i = 1, · · · , Ncg

G(i) =
i∑

k=1

k·ng∑
j=(k−1)·ng+1

(fmax − f̂(xj))/ng

r(R2) =
1, R2 < 0.8

logGmin

log 0.75
·

[
1 +

√
1− (R2 − 0.8)2

0.22

]
, 0.8 ⩽ R2 ⩽ 1

(20)

where Ĝ(i) is the cumulative distribution function, G(i)

is the cumulative sum, Gmin is the minimum cumulative

sum, r(R2) is the bias control factor determined by the

complex correlation coefficient (R2) of the metamodel,

Ncg is the number of inexpensive point groups, and ng is

the number of each group.

The optimization process of mode-pursing sampling is

illustrated in Fig. 9 [79], using a six-hump camel-back

problem [80], as formulated in Eq. (21):

f(x) = 4(x(1))2 − 21

10
(x(1))4 +

1

3
(x(1))6 + x(1)x(2)

− 4(x(2))2 + 4(x(2))4; x ∈ [−2, 2]2 (21)

Fig. 9 Mode-pursing sampling optimization procedure.

In the mode-pursing sampling procedure, numerous

inexpensive points are randomly generated in the design

space and sorted in ascending order with respect to their
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metamodel responses, f̂(xi), as shown in Fig. 9(a). Then,

f̂(xi) is subtracted from the maximum f̂(xi) to obtain

a nonnegative difference (Fig. 9(b)), which is averaged

over a group of ng inexpensive points to obtain G(i)

(Fig. 9(c)). Then, G(i) is normalized as Ĝ(xi), as shown

in Fig. 9(d). Here, Ĝ(i) satisfies the requisites of a cumu-

lative distribution function, such as that monotonically

increasing and varying between 0 and 1. New sample

points are selected from inexpensive points based on Ĝ(i),

and the selected probability of inexpensive points in the

ith group is equal to Ĝ(i). The control factor, r(R2),

biases Ĝ(i) toward the inexpensive point groups with

smaller f̂(xi) values, as illustrated in Fig. 9(e). In other

words, the more accurate the metamodel, the more likely

inexpensive points (f̂(xi)) are selected. Because Ĝ(i) is

positive throughout the design space, and mode-pursing

sampling adopts an elite strategy, the global convergence

property can be theoretically proved easily [79,81].

Because of the potential global optimization perfor-

mance of the mode-pursing sampling framework, a range

of variants has been proposed for different optimization

problems by customizing the expression or application

scenario of Ĝ(i). For instance, Kazemi et al. proposed the

constraint-importance mode-pursuing sampling method

for constrained optimization problems by introducing

penalty items into Ĝ(i) [82]. Sharif et al. developed

discrete variable mode-pursing sampling for discrete va-

riable optimization problems by replacing a continuous

objective with a discrete objective and utilizing a double-

sphere strategy to improve the local exploitation abi-

lity [83]. Shan and Wang proposed a Pareto set pursing

method for multi-objective optimization problems by ag-

gregating multiple objectives into a single fitness function

that reflects the dominance of sample points [84]. Other

variants have also been developed for high-dimensional

expensive black-box optimization problems [81, 85] or

high-dimensional expensive constrained black-box opti-

mization problems [86].

In addition to the foregoing algorithms, other widely

used infill sampling criteria include the minimization

of surrogate prediction [87, 88], probability of improve-

ment [89, 90], mean square error [91, 92], lower confi-

dence bounding [87–95], and fuzzy clustering-based crite-

rion [96, 97]. Among the different infill sampling criteria,

expected improvement, probability of improvement, mean

square error, and lower confidence bounding are generally

combined with Kriging or other metamodels with error

estimation capability [98, 99]. Moreover, as an ensemble,

all criteria can be used to improve robustness; this is

called a multi-infill strategy [97,100,101].

4.2 Space reduction-based optimization
strategy

The space reduction-based optimization strategy is an-

other widely used approach in practice. In this approach,

a small subspace in the design space is constructed or

identified. This subspace is referred to as the region of

interest, where the global optimum is located with high

probability. During optimization, a number of newly

added samples are generated in the region to gradually

improve the fitting quality of metamodels in the vicinity

of the global optimum. In general, the space reduction-

based optimization strategy includes three major steps:

(1) determining the center of the region; (2) calculating

the size of the region; and (3) trimming the region ac-

cording to the design space. The region is identified, as

illustrated in Fig. 10. In this paper, several representa-

tive identification methods for the ROI are introduced

as follows.

Global optimum

Sample point

Center

Design space

Trimmed
region of interest

Radius

Fig. 10 Space reduction-based optimization strategy.

4.2.1 Significant design space method

The significant design space method is a simple space-

reduction method [94]. In this method, the region of

interest is constructed around the best sample (x∗
k) at

the kth iteration. The space size (Bk) is determined

according to the metamodel approximation accuracy in

the vicinity of x∗
k, as shown in Eq. (22):
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{
ek = |(f∗

k − f̂∗
k )/f

∗
k |

ϑk = ea/ek
(22)

where ek is the metamodel approximation accuracy in the

vicinity of x∗
k; f

∗
k and f̂∗

k are the objective function and

metamodel prediction values at x∗
k, respectively; ϑk is

the size scale indicator; and ea is the acceptable deviation

typically in the range of 0.001–0.050. Based on Eq. (22),

if the metamodel approximation accuracy is satisfied (i.e.,

ϑk > 1), then Bk is increased to Bk−1/α to explore the

global optimum; otherwise, Bk is decreased to Bk−1 · α
to improve the metamodel approximation accuracy and

exploit the local optimum. If the length in any dimension

is no less than the threshold, then the kth trial significant

design space is defined as St
k = [B

(L)
k ,B

(U)
k ], as shown in

Eq. (23):

B
(L)
k = xbest −Bk

B
(U)
k = xbest +Bk

(23)

To prevent the significant design space from exceeding

the entire design space, S0, the kth space, Sk, is defined

as the intersection between St
k and S0, as illustrated in

Fig. 10.

4.2.2 Trust region method

The trust region method is a widely used space reduction

method for refining metamodels, where the size of the

region of interest is adjusted according to the prediction

performance of the objective improvement [102], as shown

in Eq. (24):

∆f = (f∗
k−1 − f∗

k )/(f
∗
k−1 − f̂∗

k ) (24)

where ∆f is the prediction performance of objective

improvement. In Eq. (24), a larger ∆f indicates that

the optimization process can lead to a better optimum.

A smaller ∆f indicates that the improvement in the

objective is insignificant. Note that the objective cannot

be improved if t is negative.

The size of the region can be determined in terms of

the radius of the trust region, as shown in Eq. (25):

δk+1 =


c1∥x∗

k − x∗
k−1∥, ∆f < 0.1

min(c2∥x∗
k − x∗

k−1∥,∆), ∆f > 0.75

∥x∗
k − x∗

k−1∥, 0.10 ⩽ ∆f ⩽ 0.075

0 < c1 < 1, c2 > 1 (25)

where δk+1 is the radius of the trust region at the (k+1)th

iteration; x∗
k and x∗

k−1 are the best sample points at the

kth and (k − 1)th iterations, respectively; c1 and c2 are

the shrinking and amplification factors, respectively; and

∆ is the upper bound of the trust region radius. As

proved in Ref. [102], the trust region-based optimization

strategy can converge to the local optimum, which can

also converge to the global optimum. In recent years,

some trust region method-based adaptive optimization

methods have been developed to further improve the

optimization performance, as detailed in Refs. [103–105].

4.2.3 Interesting sampling region method

The interesting sampling region method is a machine-

learning-assisted method for locating the potential region

containing the global optimum [106]. In this method, the

existing samples are classified into two categories with

respect to their responses. If the objective value at the

sample point is less than the predefined threshold, Pthresh,

the sample is labeled as a superior sample, indicating

that the sample is probably located close to the global

optimum. A binary machine learning classifier (e.g.,

support vector machine [107] and Bayes classifier [108])

is constructed based on labeled samples. Then, a larger

number of inexpensive geometry points are generated

via Latin hypercube design in the design space in which

superior inexpensive points are identified by the trained

classifier. The cluster center of superior inexpensive

points is determined to depict the potential location of

the global optimum. For instance, consider the six camel-

hump functions; the superior inexpensive points (i.e., dots

labeled with red circles) under different classification

thresholds (Pthresh) are illustrated in Fig. 11. The figure

shows that the potential location can be depicted by

the cluster of superior inexpensive points using a proper

Pthresh value.

Finally, the interesting sampling region at the kth

iteration is defined as a hypercube subregion, as shown

in Eq. (26):

ISR(k) = [x|x(k)
ISR −R(k) ⩽ x ⩽ x

(k)
ISR +R(k)]

where R(k) = η∥x∗
pse − x

(k)
ISR∥2 (26)

where the current pseudo-optimum (x
(k)
ISR) is the center

of the region; x∗
pse is the cluster center of superior inex-

pensive points (also regarded as the potential position of

global optimum); R(k) is the Euclidean distance between

x
(k)
ISR and x∗

pse; and η is the shrinking coefficient used to

adjust the size of R(k). As the optimization proceeds,

the interesting sampling region is dynamically scaled

based on the Euclidean distance between x
(k)
ISR and x∗

pse,
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Fig. 11 Identification of superior inexpensive points.

considerably improving the optimization efficiency and

global convergence. Once the current pseudo-optimum

(x
(k)
ISR) is far from the potential global optimum (i.e.,

∥x∗
pse − x

(k)
ISR∥2 ⩾ ∥x∗

pse − x
(k−1)
ISR ∥2), the exploration re-

gion must be enlarged to include areas that may not have

been covered, thus avoiding missing the true optimum.

Additionally, if x
(k)
ISR is probably in the vicinity of the

global optimum, then the search region can be reduced to

improve the approximation accuracy of the constructed

metamodels.

In addition to the aforementioned methods, many other

space reduction methods have been developed. For in-

stance, Wang et al. proposed an adaptive response sur-

face method to solve computation-intensive design prob-

lems, where regions with inferior sample points are cut

for sampling in the reduced design space and updat-

ing the metamodels [109]. In addition, some variants

of the adaptive response surface method were investi-

gated to further improve optimization convergence and

robustness [110–112]. Dong et al. proposed a new space

reduction-based optimization algorithm to solve the un-

constrained expensive black-box optimization problems,

where a score-based reduced subspace around the current

best sample is created to accelerate the local conver-

gence [113]. Qiu et al. proposed self-organizing maps and

fuzzy clustering-based three-stage space reduction and

metamodeling optimization methods to improve efficiency

and robustness performance [114]. Liu et al. developed

a Monte Carlo method and space reduction strategy to

improve the efficiency of the sampling process [115].

4.3 Surrogate-assisted evolutionary algo-
rithms

Motivated by the idea of merging surrogates into the

evolutionary process, surrogate-assisted evolutionary al-

gorithms have received considerable attention in recent

years [116,117]. In the optimization of surrogate-assisted

evolutionary algorithms, metamodels are developed as

“surrogates” of expensive simulation models for stochas-

tic evolutionary operations. This can effectively alleviate

the computational complexity in engineering optimiza-

tion. Several potential solutions (called individuals or

particles) are also concurrently selected as newly added

sample points to improve the surrogate approximation

accuracy in the vicinity of the optimum. The fundamen-

tal architecture of the algorithm is graphically illustrated

in Fig. 12.

The selection of newly added infill sample points from

the offspring population is found to be a crucial step in the

algorithm [116]. The commonly used selection criteria can

be generally divided into three categories: performance-

based, uncertainty-based, and hybrid criteria [118]. In

the performance-based criterion, the infill sample points

are selected by considering only the predicted fitness

values [117, 119, 120]. Generally, this criterion cannot

be exclusively used because optimization probably falls

into the local optima once the surrogates fail to approxi-

mate the simulation model well. The uncertainty-based

criterion chooses infill sample points with considerable

uncertainties, effectively improving the accuracy of surro-

gates and leading the search to unexplored regions [121].

However, numerous simulation model evaluations are

performed to explore regions with sparse samples, result-

ing in a low convergence rate [118]. The hybrid crite-

rion simultaneously incorporates performance and uncer-

tainty [119,122]. The primary objective of this criterion

is to balance the surrogate approximation accuracy and

population competitiveness during optimization.

In recent years, a number of surrogate-assisted evo-

lutionary algorithms have been successfully applied to

solve various optimization problems, such as uncon-

strained/constrained [119,123–130], multi-objective [131–

137], and multi-fidelity optimization problems [138,139].
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Fig. 12 Optimization mechanism of surrogate-assisted evolutionary algorithms.

4.4 Metamodel-based optimization en-
hanced by machine learning

Machine learning is a well-known state-of-the-art tech-

nology that has been successfully applied to big data

mining, natural language processing, image recognition,

medical diagnosis, and so on. Similarly, a considerable

amount of research has been conducted to integrate ma-

chine learning techniques (e.g., classification learning,

cluster analysis, and dimensionality reduction) into en-

gineering optimization. Classification learning is among

the most widely used machine learning techniques in

optimization and has considerable potential for identify-

ing the feasibility of a solution during the optimization

process. Motivated by this concept, several studies have

been performed to improve the optimization performance

by employing a support vector machine or its variants for

identifying superior inexpensive points [140–144]. Addi-

tionally, other classification learning techniques, such as

decision tree [145] and k-nearest neighbor [146], are em-

ployed for optimization. To capture the potential regions

effectively, classified points are further categorized based

on a set of user-defined characteristics or attributes using

cluster analysis techniques. For instance, cluster analy-

sis can be combined with a support vector machine to

identify a potential search region by clustering numerous

superior inexpensive points, as described in Refs. [21,106].

In multi-objective optimization, cluster analysis can also

be implemented to improve the spatial uniformity of the

Pareto frontier when determining newly infilled sample

points or reference vectors [135,136,147].

To alleviate the computational complexity caused by

the “curse of dimensionality”, the dimensionality reduc-

tion technique provides a promising approach for MBDO

to solve high-dimensional optimization problems. One

typical approach is to conduct sensitivity analysis before

optimization starts. Here, primary design variables are

reserved for optimization, whereas minor ones are ne-

glected and set as fixed values during optimization [148].

Although the dimensionality of the optimization problem

is reduced by sensitivity analysis, the optimality of the ob-

tained optimized solution probably decreases owing to the

irrelevance of several design variables. Another dimen-

sionality reduction method is the utilization of manifold

learning (e.g., principal component analysis and Sammon

mapping) to map existing sample points together with

alternative infill sample points from high-dimensional

space into low-dimensional space. A low-dimensional

surrogate is also trained to select infill sample points as

optimization proceeds [149,150].

In modern engineering design, because new problems

are generally derived from a series of previously solved

tasks, the concept of transfer optimization has been re-

cently developed. It is a newly emerged methodology

for improving the optimization performance of a new

optimization task by mining existing knowledge [151].

Although numerous transfer optimization-based methods

have been recently investigated [152–154], only a few

studies on MBDO methods using transfer optimization

have been reported [155]. Therefore, further improving

the optimization performance by integrating the transfer
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optimization technique into MBDO methods is promising

and valuable [151].

In addition to the aforementioned data-driven machine

learning techniques, physics-informed machine learning

techniques, also known as physics-informed neural net-

works [156, 157], have emerged as an alternative to ill-

posed and inverse problems. Fundamental physical laws

and domain knowledge are embedded by exploiting ob-

servational data [158,159], tailoring neural network archi-

tecture for physics constraints [160,161], and/or impos-

ing physics constraints into the loss function [162,163].

The physics-informed neural network is expected to out-

perform existing machine learning methods in partially

understood, uncertain, and high-dimensional problems.

It is also another potential research topic in the area of

metamodel-based MDO.

5 Expensive black-box constraint-hand-
ling mechanism

In engineering practice, MDO problems in aerospace

systems generally involve various constraints, such as

the natural frequencies of a structure and end-of-life

power in orbit. Note that because most constraints arise

from time-consuming black-box simulation models (e.g.,

structural FEA model), directly calculating the gradient

information of the constraints via numerical methods

(e.g., finite difference method) to search for the feasible

domain is difficult. Thus, in engineering practice, the

solution of MDO problems with numerous expensive

black-box constraints remains complex. To overcome

this obstacle, some constraint-handling mechanisms have

been integrated with metamodel-based MDOs to further

improve the optimization capacity.

5.1 Penalty function-based methods

Penalty function-based methods are convenient ap-

proaches that are most commonly used for handling

expensive black-box constraints. Here, the objective func-

tion is augmented by constraints to cope with penalty

factors, as given in Eq. (27):

F (X) = f(X) + λ
m∑
i

max(gi(X), 0) (27)

where λ is the penalty factor, and F (X) is the augmented

objective function. The metamodel of the augmented

objective function is established for optimization, and

the infeasible sample point is penalized with respect to

the penalty factor scale.

Although penalty function methods are conveniently

implemented in practice, determining the proper penalty

factor is difficult. If the penalty factor is extremely small,

the optimization process is virtually unable to converge

to the feasible domain. If the penalty factor is extremely

large, the penalty part can overlap the objective, ren-

dering convergence difficult. Nevertheless, the penalty

function method remains widely employed in MBDO

methods. For instance, a predefined penalty function

is employed to handle the expensive constraints [164].

This method is further enhanced in Ref. [110], where the

penalty factor is automatically adjusted according to the

constraint violation value.

5.2 Filter-based methods

In view of the difficult implementation of penalty

function-based methods, penalty-free methods have be-

come popular in recent years; among these latter meth-

ods, filter-based methods are the most representative.

The concept of a filter was originally proposed by

Fletcher [165] and was successfully applied to many

penalty-free numerical optimization methods [166–168].

To illustrate the concept of a filter, the constraint viola-

tion function of the MDO problem is defined as follows:

h(X) = max{g1(X), g2(X), · · · , gm(X)} (28)

where h(X) denotes the constraint violation function. A

positive h(X) represents an infeasible sample point, and

a larger h(X) generally indicates inadequate infeasibility.

Based on the definition of the Pareto non-domination

set, the concept of the filter is clarified as follows:

Definition 1. If and only if f(xi) ⩽ f(xl) ∩ h(xi) ⩽

h(xl), then sample point xi is considered to dominate

another sample point pair, xl; otherwise, xi and xl do

not dominate each other.

Definition 2. A filter aggregates non-dominated sample

points. If a sample point (xi) is not dominated by any

point in the current filter, then it can be included in the

filter; otherwise, it is rejected.

According to the above definitions, the construction

of a filter basically means the creation of a Pareto front

in terms of f(X) and h(X). A filter in the f(X)–h(X)
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space is illustrated in Fig. 13 [21], where the dots repre-

sent the non-dominated sample points. If a newly added

sample point is located in the shaded area, then it is not

dominated by existing points in the filter, that is, the

filter is augmented. If it is located in the hatched area,

then the newly added point can dominate at least one

point in the filter (i.e., the filter is refined); otherwise,

the point is rejected by the filter. In fact, the filter gen-

erates a set of blocks for newly added sample points, as

indicated by the solid lines in Fig. 13. In constrained

optimization procedures, the filter functions as a classi-

fier for accepting or rejecting a sample point, considering

both optimality and feasibility. Note that a sample point

can be accepted by the filter only if it improves either the

optimality or feasibility; hence, the feasibility and opti-

mality of existing sample points are gradually enhanced

during the metamodel-based optimization process.
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( ( ), ( ))
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Rejected by filter

Non-dominated points

Region for 

refining filter
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Fig. 13 Filter in f(X) = h(X) space (reproduced with
permission from Ref. [21], © The Authors 2018).

A number of MBDO methods have been developed to

solve expensive constrained black-box problems based on

the filter concept. For instance, the filter technique is

combined with a support vector machine to identify a

potential sampling sub-region in the vicinity of the global

feasible optimum [21]. In Ref. [72], the probability of

constrained improvement is enhanced; only the sample

point with a positive probability of constrained improve-

ment can be accepted by the filter to enhance optimality

and feasibility.

In addition to the aforementioned constraint-handling

mechanisms, certain customized methods have also

been developed to handle constrained optimization. In

Refs. [16,169,170], all constraints are approximated by

metamodels to avoid the complicated determination of

the penalty factor. Moreover, some sequential upda-

ting techniques considering the confidence intervals of

Kriging models for constraint approximation were deve-

loped [171,172]. To further solve problems with numerous

constraints, the constraint aggregation method, which

lumps numerous constraints into one or a few constraints

to significantly reduce the computational cost, has drawn

considerable interest in recent years. The Kreisselmeier–

Steinhauser function [173] is a well-known constraint

aggregation method that has been used in various appli-

cations [86,174,175]. Moreover, based on Refs. [176,177],

Kreisselmeier–Steinhauser function-based MBDO meth-

ods are efficient in solving expensive black-box constraint

problems.

6 Metamodel-based aerospace system
MDO examples

6.1 All-electric geostationary Earth orbit
satellite MDO problem

The all-electric geostationary Earth orbit satellite MDO

problem is referred from Ref. [19]. The studied all-

electric geostationary Earth orbit satellite is a cuboid

with a payload module, service module, and solar array.

Four Hall-effect thrusters are installed at the bottom of

the satellite to execute attitude control, geosynchronous

transfer, and geostationary Earth orbit station-keeping

maneuvers, as shown in Fig. 14 [19]. The all-electric geo-

stationary Earth orbit satellite MDO problem involves

geosynchronous transfer, geostationary keeping, power,

thermal control, attitude control, and structure disci-

plines. The design structure matrix of the MDO problem

is shown in Fig. 15 [19], and the involved analysis models

of disciplines are detailed in Ref. [19].

The satellite MDO problem was formulated using

Eq. (29) [19]. The design variables are steer angles

(α, β, φ) during low-thrust geosynchronous transfer, po-

sitions of electric thrusters (dT, dN), battery capac-

ity (Cs), area of solar arrays (Asa), area of thermal

radiator (Ar), angular momentum of reaction wheel

(Hw), and thickness of composite material structure

(SH,CH,TBH,SP,CP,TBP). These are optimized to

minimize the total mass of the satellite (Msatellite) sub-

ject to the constraints of total transfer time (tf), station-

keeping accuracy (λmax and imax), available power (PBOL
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Fig. 14 Schematic of all-electric satellite (reproduced with
permission from Ref. [19], © IAA 2017).

and PEOL), depth of discharge (DOD), steady-state tem-

perature (T ), angular momentum residue (cAC), and

natural frequencies (fX and fY ).

min Msatellite = mpayload +mfuel +mpower +mTC

+mAC +mothers

where X = [α, β, φ, dT, dN, Asa, Cs, Ar, Hw,SH,CH,

TBH, SP,CP,TBP]T

s.t.


tf ⩽ 180 days, λmax ⩽ 0.05◦, imax ⩽ 0.05◦

PBOL ⩾ 14.15 kW, PEOL ⩾ 11.90 kW

267 K < T < 328 K, cAC ⩾ 0,DOD ⩽ 0.8

fX ⩾ 14 Hz, fY ⩾ 14 Hz

(29)

In this example, the filter-based sequential radial basis

function method from Ref. [21] was used to solve the

MDO problem. The optimization results are summarized

in Table 3 [21]. Compared with the conventional genetic

algorithm-based multidisciplinary feasible method, the

computational cost of the filter-based sequential radial

basis function method is reduced by 50%.

GTO1

GEO2

Power3

Thermal4

Attitude5

Structure6

Fig. 15 Design structure matrix of all-electric satellite (re-
produced with permission from Ref. [19], © IAA 2017).

Table 3 Optimization results of design variables

Objective

Genetic
algorithm-based
multidisciplinary
feasible method

Filter-based
sequential radial

basis function
method

Total mass (kg) 2396.6 2355.9
Number of
simulations

1200 600

6.2 Earth-observation MDO problem

The Earth observation satellite MDO problem is referred

from Ref. [178]. The satellite consists of payload and

service cabins, as shown in Fig. 16 [178]. The payloads

include a 10-band radiometer and charge-coupled device

camera, which are fixed at the bottom of the payload

cabin. The solar arrays are set along the south and north

faces of the satellite to reduce the influence of external

heat flux. Other facilities, such as battery and attitude

control subsystems, are placed in the service cabin. The

Earth observation satellite MDO problem involves five

disciplines: orbit, payload, structure, power, and mass.

The design structure matrix of this problem is shown in

Fig. 17 [178]. The disciplinary modeling approaches are

presented in Ref. [178].

The Earth observation satellite MDO problem also

aims to minimize the total mass of the satellite, as formu-

lated in Eq. (30) [178]. The design variables include the

aperture and focal length of payloads, area of solar arrays,

capacity of storage battery, and thickness of composite

material structure. The constraints include the signal-to-

noise ratio and resolution of payloads, noise-equivalent

temperature difference, surplus power, discharge depth,

and natural frequencies.

min Msatellite = mpayload +mbat +msolar

+mstr +mothers

where X = [D1, D2, F1, F2, TR, TBH, TSH, Asa, Cs]
T
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 16 Schematic of Earth observation satellite (reproduced
with permission from Ref. [178], © Taylor & Francis 2015).

Orbit1

Payload2

Structure3

Power4

Mass5

Fig. 17 Design structure matrix of Earth observation
satellite MDO problem (reproduced with permission from
Ref. [178], © Taylor & Francis 2015).

s.t.



R1 ⩽ 1100 m, R2 ⩽ 250 m

SNR1 ⩾ 300,SNR2 ⩾ 500,

NE∆T ⩽ 0.2 K

gw ⩾ 0,DOD ⩽ 25%, fx ⩾ 20 Hz,

fy ⩾ 20 Hz, fz ⩾ 50 Hz

(30)

In this example, the sequential radial basis function

using a support vector machine from Ref. [106] was used

to solve the MDO problem. The optimization results are

listed in Table 4 [106]. The computational cost of the

Table 4 Comparison of optimization results

Optimization
method

Total mass after
optimization (kg)

Number of
analysis model

evaluations

Sequential radial
basis function
using support

vector machine

340.11 165

Genetic algorithm 354.97 7329
Sequential
quadratic

programming
346.15 322

sequential radial basis function using the support vector

machine is only found to be 2.25% and 51.24% of the

computational costs of genetic algorithm and sequential

quadratic programming, respectively.

6.3 Satellite constellation MDO problem

The satellite constellation MDO problem is obtained from

Ref. [20], where a small satellite constellation is estab-

lished to achieve a cooperative Earth observation mission.

The design structure matrix of the satellite constellation

MDO problem is shown in Fig. 18 [20]. The inter-coupled

relationships between the constellation configuration and

design of satellite subsystems are considered to enhance

system performance. In this example, the constellation is

based on the Walker-δ constellation. In this constellation,

the ascending nodes of the orbit planes are uniformly

distributed around the equator plane, and the satellites

are uniformly distributed within the orbital planes at the

same inclination [20].

min Msystem = (mpayload +mpower +mthermal

+mstructure +mothers)× P × S

where Xc = [h, i,Ω0, DP, fP, As, Cs, TH, TP],Xd = [P, S]

s.t.



CR ⩾ 0.8

RP ⩽ 250 m, SNR ⩾ 500

DOD ⩽ 0.3, gw ⩾ 0

T0 ⩽ 303.15 K

fX ⩾ 20 Hz, fY ⩾ 20 Hz

(31)

The constellation MDO problem was formulated using

Eq. (31). This is a continuous-discrete mixed optimiza-

tion problem. The continuous design variables (Xc) for

constellation configuration include the orbital altitude

(h), inclination (i), and right ascension of the ascend-

ing node (Ω); those for satellite subsystems include the
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Fig. 18 Design structure matrix of satellite constellation MDO problem (reproduced with permission from Ref. [20], ©
Springer-Verlag GmbH Germany, part of Springer Nature 2018).

optical parameters of the payload, power subsystem pa-

rameters, and thickness of structural plates. The discrete

design variables (Xd) include the number of orbit planes

(P ) and the number of satellites in each orbit plane (S).

These design variables are optimized to minimize the

total mass of the entire constellation system, subject

to the constraints of coverage ratio, payload resolution,

signal-to-noise ratio of payload, depth of discharge, power

surplus, maximum temperature, and natural frequencies.

In this example, the sequential radial basis function

method using a support vector machine for discrete–

continuous mixed variables is used to solve the MDO pro-

blem. In the optimization method, a discrete–continuous

variable sampling method is utilized to handle the dis-

crete variables. The optimization results, summarized

in Table 5 [20], are compared with those from the inte-

ger coding-based genetic algorithm. This indicates that

the sequential radial basis function method considerably

decreases the system mass by approximately 28.63%.

Moreover, the computational budget of this method com-

Table 5 System mass of optimized designs

Parameters
Integer

coding-based
genetic algorithm

Sequential radial
basis function

method for
discrete–

continuous mixed
variables

Mass of single
satellite

330.4 kg 314.5 kg

Total mass of
satellite

constellation
system

5287.2 kg 3773.3 kg

Number of
simulations

>2000 300

pared with the integer coding-based genetic algorithm is

reduced by more than 85%. The optimized configurations

of the constellations are shown in Fig. 19 [20].

In addition to the aforementioned metamodel-based

aerospace system MDO examples, metamodeling tech-

niques have also been widely used in the aerospace field.

For instance, Xiong et al. proposed an intelligent opti-

mization strategy based on statistical machine learning

for spacecraft thermal design, where a neural network

metamodel was used to approximate the spacecraft–

thermophysical model [179]. Smith et al. established a

charged drag coefficient metamodel for spacecraft deorbit

design with ionospheric drag from a low Earth orbit [180].

Wu et al. developed a double-layer radial basis function

metamodel-based optimization method for the liquid–

gas interface determination of on-orbit refueling [181].

Peng and Wang proposed a dynamic metamodel-based

optimization method for spacecraft formation reconfig-

uration on liberation point orbits to achieve fast path

planning [182]. Feldhacker et al. investigated a sampling-

based least-squares regression method to optimize the

required velocity increments for rendezvous in spacecraft

three-body dynamical systems [183]. Peng et al. pro-

posed an adaptive metamodel-based optimization method

called the sequential radial basis function for satellite

truss structure optimization [184]. Gogu et al. proposed

a response surface approximation method to aid in the

design of integrated thermal protection systems for space-

craft reentry [185]. From the literature, MBDO methods

are reported as effective and promising for solving com-

plex aerospace system optimization problems. Simpson

et al. applied Kriging models to an aerospike nozzle MDO

problem for global approximation [186].
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(a) Optimized design by integer coding-based genetic
algorithm

(b) Design by sequential radial basis function method

Fig. 19 Comparison of constellation configurations (repro-
duced with permission from Ref. [20], © Springer-Verlag
GmbH Germany, part of Springer Nature 2018).

7 Conclusions

In this paper, an overview of the metamodel-based MDO

and its application to aerospace systems is presented. The

formulation of the MDO problem for aerospace systems

and the overall procedure of the metamodel-based opti-

mization process are introduced. Moreover, the technical

architecture of metamodel-based MDO is summarized.

Metamodeling techniques, including design of experi-

ments, metamodels, and multi-model fusion methods,

are surveyed with the aim of constructing a reduced-

order numerical approximation model to inexpensively

predict system responses during optimization. A number

of state-of-the-art metamodel-based multidisciplinary op-

timization strategies are discussed in detail. Generally,

metamodel-based optimization strategies can be classi-

fied into two categories: infill criterion-based and space

reduction-based optimization strategies. Recently, novel

techniques, such as evolution computation and machine

learning, have also been integrated with metamodels

to further improve optimization performance. Finally,

some penalty-based and penalty-free constraint-handling

mechanisms are discussed to illustrate how to deal with

expensive black-box constraints in the metamodel-based

optimization process. Additionally, several real-world

aerospace system MDO examples, which can aid re-

searchers in realizing the applications of metamodel-based

MDO in engineering practice, are presented. Note that

although the contents of this paper are focused on the

MDO for aerospace systems, the fundamental metho-

dology and technology can also be applied to the design

of other engineering systems, such as ships, aircraft, and

automobiles, without significant modifications.

In future work, the optimization capacity of

metamodel-based MDO must be further improved. For

instance, due to the “curse of dimensionality”, high-

dimensional expensive black-box problems remain com-

plex for metamodel-based optimization. In addition,

conventional metamodel-based MDOs generally consider

multidisciplinary models as black-box functions. By ex-

ploiting prior knowledge (e.g., designer’s experience, ex-

plicit model expression, and physical laws), the black-box

MDO problem can be transformed into a gray-box or

even a white-box optimization problem to further reduce

cost and improve convergence. Moreover, the combina-

tion of metamodeling, MDO, and artificial intelligence

has also attracted considerable interest. Thus, with the

development of advanced modeling, analysis, and com-

putation technologies, the research on metamodel-based

MDO is anticipated to remain attractive.
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